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BG LOSES TO, TIES WITH SPARTANS
Goalie Paul Connell plays well in East Lansing on Saturday night;
Falcons remain in third place despite only one point.. .see Sports p. 7
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Resolution brings controversy

BRIEFLY

by James A. Tinker

CAMPUS

staff writer

Faculty Senate officers who
introduced the resolution exeressing no confidence in the
niversity's president now
have been blasted by colleagues for their method and accusations.
Five former chairpersons of
Faculty Senate met Monday to
discuss the way Senate chairwoman and vice-chairman introduced the resolution and
will release a statement
Wednesday.
Also on Monday, a 10-member committee of concerned
faculty said they do not support
the way the resolution was presented to faculty senators, its
content, its motives and, perhaps even, the leadership of

Help wanted: Volunteers to
read textbooks to visually impaired
and learning disabled students are
being sought by the office of
Handicapped Services at the
University.
Rob Cunningham, coordinator of
the office, said the work involves
recording readings on audio tape for
visually impaired students.
Daytime escorts are needed for
visually impaired students because
the University's Escort Service does
not operate during daylight hours.
A minimum of two hours per week
are being requested, and although no
pay is involved for the work, some
students may qualify to earn
academic credit.
Contact the Handicapped Services
office for more information.

Faculty Senate.
"We question its substance
and are embarrassed by the
improper and insensitive manner in which it was put forth,"
the letter states.
The bill of particulars accompanying the resolution is a
list of 10 charges against Olscamp involving violations of
academic freedom and free
expression, shared governance
processes and incompetence.
Last Tuesday, Faculty senators were greeted with a revised agenda and during the
meeting senate Vice-Chairman
Blaine Ritts introduced the
resolution on the floor of the
Faculty Senate.
Former senate chairpersons
who met Monday afternoon included: Donald Boren, professor of legal studies, Richard
O See Blasted, page 5.

Olscamp urged to address charges
by Matt Mlghell
staff writer
University President Paul
Olscamp should address
head-on the accusations
made against him by members of the Faculty Senate,
said Graduate Student Senate
President Ricardo Frazer
during a meeting Friday.
Usually all that Is heard
about the president is positive, but now there are some
incidents surfacing which
show a deficiency, Frazer
said.
"I don't have any bias
against the president, but I
think it's a serious situation,"
he said. "I would like to hear

him address the issues
raised, and I'm not hearing
it."
Frazer said he wishes the
controversy would not have
started with an ambush from
Faculty Senate members
"because now the focus may
be more on the tactics which
were used than the issues at
hand."
Faculty Senate Chairwoman Ann-Marie Lancaster
may have clouded the proposed legislation which expressed no confidence in the
leadership and management
abilities of President Olscamp, by presenting it unexpectedly during the president's absence last weelt, he
said.

Frazer believes Lancaster
did not plan to attack Olscamp while he was gone.
"(Lancaster) is very sincere, dedicated and honest,
and I don't think she was
underhanded in her remarks," he said.
Decisions are frequently
6roposed at a moment's noce, Frazer said, which is
how this issue was proposed.
"Phil Mason's appointment
came during semester
break," Frazer said. "These
sort of actions are commonplace around here."
Whether or not the charges
are correct, the University
should have the type of
QSeeGSS,page5.

Water advisory does
not affect everyone

NATION
Gasoline spills: A tanker ran
aground in a narrow channel in
Alaska's scenic Inside Passage,
spilling an estimated 57,600 gallons of
gasoline, the Coast Guard said.
The spill was not expected to cause
widespread environmental damage
because gasoline evaporates quickly.
Coast Guard and state environmental
officials said.
The 400-foot motor vessel Frank H.
Brown slammed into Burnt Island
reef about 18 miles south of
Petersburg in southeastern Alaska
around 8 p.m. Saturday, said Lt. Rick
Janelle in Juneau. One tank was
ruptured but the leak was stopped by
about 10 p.m., Janelle said.
By late Sunday the Coast Guard
reported three light sheens of gasoline
in the channel, the largest a mile long.
' 'None of the fuel is deemed
recoverable," a news release said.

by Wynne Everett
city writer
The city's nitrate advisory remains in effect today as nitrate levels in the
water supply are above 12 milligrams per liter for the fourth day in a row.
The Bowling Green Water Division issued the advisory Friday, in accordance with Ohio law, when nitrate levels exceeded the maximum 10 milligrams per liter limit.
"We nave to notify the public after the reading reaches 10 because of the
danger for specific classes of people," City Utilities Director Darryl Stockburger said.
Drinking water with a nitrate level above this limit is only dangerous for
infants under six months of age, the elderly and anyone restricted to a liquid
diet, Stockburger said.
People in these groups have low stomach alkalinity, which allows the nitrates to become nitrites. These nitrites inhibit the flow of oxygen through
the bloodstream.
Those not included in these risk groups face no danger from the water.
"There's no danger for the general population," Stockburger said. "The
acute level for other people outside these special groups is up around 110
milligrams per liter.''
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency Spokeswoman Carol Porter said
the level is still safe for the majority of users.
"For most people, the nitrate level is not going to cause any problem,"
Porter said.
Stockburger said people in the risk groups are encouraged to drink bottled
water from another source.
Boiling the water, however, will only increase the contamination, not
eliminate it, he warned.
"Do not boil the water," Stockburger said. "This has a tendency to increase the concentration of nitrates in the water."
"We recommend people not doing that," Porter said. "People may think it
will help, as with bacterial contaminations, but it won't."
Ron Merrill, water treatment superintendent, said the rise in nitrate contamination has been caused by recent rainfall.
The rains wash nitrates from fertilized fields into the city's water source,
the Maumee River.
"This is fairly common in springtime for surface water sources," Porter
said. "It's not an unusual occurrence at all for Northwest Ohio."
"This has been a problem for us and other towns that draw from the
Maumee," Stockburger said. "The agriculture in the area creates a runoff
of fertilizer."
Bowling Green recently built a 180-million gallon reservoir near the
village ofHaskins in order to help alleviate the regular problem.
"Once the reservoir is full — if it works like we hope — well be able to
blend water from the river when the nitrates are high with low-nitrate water
D See Water, page 4.

Two dozen dolphins

dieiAt least 24 dead bottlenose
dolphins were found floating or
washed ashore over the weekend in
the worst such event on the Texas
coast in a decade, officials said
Sunday.
Volunteers on Sunday helped pull
the carcasses from Matagorda Bay
about halfway between Galveston and
Corpus Christi on the Gulf Coast,
using airboats to bring both adults
and calves ashore.
Game Warden Arthur Lawrence
said the large kill led investigators to
believe the freeze that killed
thousands of fish along the Texas
coast may be to blame for the dolphin
kill as well. The cold may have caused
illness that weakened the animals,
and ice apparently made it hard for
some to surface and breathe, he said.

BG News/Mark Deckard

Geoff Knapp, President of the Bowling Green LaCrosse Club, dodges students as
he completes a lap In the club's 24 Hour Run Around The Union Oval Monday
afternoon. The run will raise money for the Wood County chapter of the Red Cross
and the club. Each member of the club will run several 20 minute shifts during the
event, which lasts until noon today. The club will use its share of the proceeds to
pay for a trip to a lacrosse meet in Arizona over Spring Break.

Vacant house Professor sues for $1 million

Error COStS job: The air traffic

controller who was in charge of two
planes involved in a fatal runway
crash last week was stripped of his
certification, a federal investigator
said Sunday.
The controller failed to warn the
C" it of an Eastern Airlines Boeing 727
t had just landed that there was a
smaller plane on the runway in front
of him, said the official from the
National Transportation Safety
Board.
The pilot of the Eastern plane,
which carried 141 passengers, spotted
the smaller plane too late and tried to
veer away, but the airliner's right
wing struck the smaller plane's
cockpit

W i I Q O tO AO P i Pre-trial date on sex discrimination set for Jan. 2 9
by J.J. Thompson
staff writer

Alpha Omicron Pi sorority members were granted
use of the vacant Alpha Delta Pi house by a ninemember committee of administrators and students
Monday.
The other Greek organizations bidding for the former ADPi house were Pi Beta Phi sorority and Phi
Sigma Kappa fraternity.
Director of Greek Life Wayne Colvin said AOPi
was given the house because "based on the criteria,
the committee felt they had the strongest application."
The committee based its decision on the number of
members in the organization, academic performance, contributions and involvement on campus and
in the community, as well as sponsorship of educational and cultural programs, Colvin said.
Also, he said each organization made a statement
explaining why it thought it should occupy the house.
"I'm excited. It's a very big relief for my chapter," AOPI President Pam Giovenetti said, "but it
was also very hard for us to get the house at someone
else's loss."
ADPi International helped AOPI since they first
colonized to get an on-campus residence, she said.
' There was no excitement on behalf of our chapter
to find out that ADPi lost their house," Giovenetti
said.

HISTORY
On this date: A University
student claimed he was physically
and verbally abused by city police
after he refused to accept a traffic
citation in 1981.
After he was charged with driving
with an obstructed view and resisting
arrest, the student said police pushed
him to the ground, stood on his back
and head, and did not read him his
rights.
A

•

Around and Around
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by Dennis Robaugh
dry editor
A pre-trial hearing date has been
set for Jan. 29 in the case of a University assistant professor who
claims he was denied promotion
and tenure because of his sex.
Richard J.
Qua in, an assistant professor of
health, physical
education and
recreation, is suing the school for
$1 million.
Quata filed a Q^
lawsuit in U.S.
District Court in Toledo last
November charging the University
with sexual discrimination.
Also named as defendants are
Ron Russell, acting director of the
School of HPER: Roger V. Bennett, dean of the College of Education and Allied Professions, and University President Paul Olscamp.

Janet Parks, Dolores Black, Joy
Sidwell, Sue Hager and Beverly
Zanger, all faculty members in the
School of HPER, are also defendants.
Quain is asking for $500,000 in
compensatory damage, $500,000 in
punitive damage, payment of lost
wages and benefits and promotion
to associate professor.
He claims he has suffered economic losses, emotional distress and
damage to his reputation, all conditions which will last indefinitely
into the future.
Quain, employed by the University since 1982, said he was unable
to comment on the case. A secretary in the School of HPER said
Quain was on sick leave. Eloise
Clark, vice president of academic
affairs, said this will be Quain's
last semester at the University
since he was denied tenure.
Quain, represented by Ellen Simon Sacks — a specialist in employment litigation with Spangenberg, Shibley, Traci and Lancione
in Cleveland, claims the defen-

dants violated Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and discriminated against him in regard to the
terms, conditions and privileges of
his employment because of his sex.
The lawsuit states that he applied for promotion to associate
professor with tenure Sept. 30,1988
and the defendants denied his
request Feb. 10,1989.
The suit states that all the defendants either participated, approved or acquiesced to the discriminatory conduct. However, University officials claim the promotion denial was a "business necessity."
Quain filed a complaint with the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, which granted him
the right to sue. But University
officials claim Quain failed to exhaust his contractual remedies to
the problem and should not be able
to sue.
The University's response, filed
at the end of December, claims the
See Quain, page 5.
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Nitrate panic
unnecessary
Many Bowling Green residents and students are
jumping off the wagon and going back to the
bottle.

However, that bottle does not contain alcohol, but
drinking water with a "safe" nitrate level.
And so does the tap water in Bowling Green.
As hard as it is to believe for most people, the city's water is safe for a majority of the community
to drink and will rarely — ft ever — get to the point
where it is exceedingly dangerous for the average
person.
The Jan. 19 drinking water advisory, issued by
the City of Bowling Green, caused the seasonal
water scare; which occurs when there is significant
rainfall or a winter thaw. Both lead to increased nitrates in the drinking water.
This advisory, as if almost on cue, has once again
led to long lines in the grocery store to acquire
drinking water and it has again caused much unnecessary hype.
State law says that if the nitrate level reaches 10
milligrams per liter, public drinking water suppliers and the city are required to advise the residents of potential dangers to high-risk groups.
The majority of individuals are not in these
groups.
In order for any tap water to be dangerous for a
healthy person, the nitrate levels in the water must
reach 100 or more milligrams per liter.
Those affected by the advisory are infants under
six months of age, the elderly and anyone restricted
to a liquid diet because the alkalinity in their stomachs is lower than the average person. These individuals should not drink the water until the advisory is lifted.
For the non-risk group, it is not necessary to be
concerned about the current levels.
It is important, however, for city administrators
to continue making attempts to keep all Bowling
Green citizens from having to worry about the nitrate levels in the drinking water.
Though it is unrealistic to completely rid the
water of nitrates because plans to do so are not
cost-efficient, it is possible to lower its levels by
other means.

c

Gorbachev can't be a wimp'
In sending fresh troops to
quell a bloody civil war in the
southern Soviet Union, Mikhail
Gorbachev shows a new toughness that makes it plain both his
and his country's future are at
stake.
"He can't afford to get the reputation of a wimp" with breakaway republics, said leading Soviet analyst Jerry Hough. "If
he's a wimp, he's gone."
Hough, director of the center
for East-West trade and Investment at Duke University,
predicted "Gorbachev's not going to let any of the republics go.
I think he will outlaw secession
and will use security forces to
bring back law and order."
After weeks of talk. Gorbachev seems to be trading rhetoric for muscle to try to solve a
jigsaw puzzle of ethnic and religious hatreds and rebellions
surviving since Lenin's time.
Without a crackdown, he may
face a national breakdown.
Responding swiftly to the violence in the Caucasus, the Soviet
Presidium declared a state of
emergency while the Kremlin
dispatched security troops,
combat helicopters and paratroopers.
Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzhkov reportedly told a Norwegian
broadcaster that, if needed, the
Soviet army will move into the
southern republics of Armenia
and Azerbaijan.
Hough and other analysts argue that Gorbachev isn't about
to let the Soviet republics break
off from Moscow in the same
fashion that six East Bloc satellites - Poland, Czechoslovakia,

Hungary. East Germany, Bul?aria and Romania - fell away in
989.
"Between now and the local
elections in March, he'll wrap
himself in the flag and warn that

Viewpoint
by
John
Omicinski
columnist
he cannot risk secession,"
Hough said.
Gorbachev faces intensifying
crises in Lithuania and the
mountainous Caucasus region in
what seems a never-ending
round of trouble on the edges of
the empire.
The blood-soaked civil war in
the south and political rebellion
in the northern Baltic states
firesent Gorbachev a stern chalenge. The empire has been held
together by force since the 19th
century, even before the czars
were overthrown by the communist revolution.
The Soviet Union contains 15
republics, more than 100
nationalities and countless languages, religions and religious

offshoots.
In Lithuania. 3.6 million are
threatening to break away from
Moscow, though Gorbachev
warned late last month that
"secession is to blow apart the
union, to pit peoples against one
another and sow discord, bloodshed and death."
Wrapping up a three-day visit
to Lithuania Sunday, Gorbachev
indicated he will not stand still
for its secession but did not
make it clear whether he would
use force to stop it.
Now, in still another threat to
secession, the Armenian republic and its 3.4 million people are
in a pitched battle with about
twice their number in the Azerbaijan republic. Both claim the
Nagorno-Karabakh region, controlled by the Azerbaijani but
largely inhabited by Armenians.
As he confronts the crises,
Gorbachev is talking tougher
while seeking accommodation in
a "federation" that would be
looser than the current arrangement.
A federation, he said Sunday
in Lithuania, would be "the second wind of socialism" with the
alternative "the union's disintegration on ethnic grounds."
History thought dead for a
century is coming back to haunt
the Soviets.
The atrocities and gunbatties
pitting Christian Armenians
against Moslem Azerbaijanis
occur in the center of an arc of
hatreds kept cool by force and
subjugation for more than a century. That arc today stretches
from Yugoslavia through Bulgaria into the Caucusus and

through Turkey and into Lebanon - extraordinary bitterness
that Hough says "just won't go
away."
Almost as soon as the Communist regime of Todor Zhivkov
was overthrown in Bulgaria last
year, many of the 8 million ethnic Bulgarians moved to throw
out the 1.5 million ethnic Turks.
In Yugoslavia, old enmities
among Serbs, Croats and
Slovenes once again divide a
country held together by the
force of Tito's dictatorship until
his death in 1980.
But now in the Soviet Union,
these old hatreds have spawned
brutal ax-murders, beheadings
and the killings of unarmed
women and children.
Ethnic and religious hatreds
forcibly suppressed since before
the Bolshevik takeover in 1917
are reviving in many corners,
much as they did in the last days
of the British Empire. (Even as
the British prepared to give up
control of India in 1946-47, hundreds of thousands died in Hindu-Moslem riots.)
The question for Gorbachev is
whether the ArmenianAzerbaijani fighting portends
similar strife across the broad
southern band of the Soviet
Union.
"It's a hell of a mess to sort
out now," said Paul Henze, a
national security affairs expert
under former President Jimmy
Carter.
John Omicinski is a writer for
the Gannett News Service.

City officials, with the support of the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, are doing just that
and should be commended for their efforts.
The city is currently completing construction on
a reservoir, which is its cost-efficient plan for reducing this problem.
The reservoir will be filled with low-nitrate
water. This water, when combined with highnitrate water from other sources, will lessen the nitrate levels and make them more "safe" for everyone.
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Teachers give escorts
bad name on campus
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
negative attitude this campus
has toward the campus escort
service. It has come to my attention that various teachers on this
campus have advised against
using this service because the
escorts could be attackers. This
charge infuriates me. Every one
of our people has had a background check run on them by
campus security. In addition,
they are trained thoroughly before we let them out on runs. We

know where all of our people are
at all times during business
hours. We even set restrictions
saying that an escort cannot ask
an escortee out. We have never
had a complaint of this nature.
Another problem we've had is
with image. This year, the new
coordinator, Sean McConnell,
and I have made an aeffort to
change this. We have limited the
use of vests so that people will be
less embarrassed to walk with
us. We have also brought in a
large number of new escorts
who are willing to adapt to the
changes. We have expanded our
hours until 1 a.m. and have even
acquired a truck for parking lot
runs. Our business last semester

Green Harvest ■

was as high as it has ever been if
not higher, but it was still was
not enough. Thanks to generous
contributions from both the interfraternity council and various sororities, we are going to
be able to improve our service
even more.
With all the attacks this year,
it has become even more apparent that President Olscamp's
view of this being a "safe" campus is a false one. As long as he
believes this, and we remain a
volunteer service, we will be
less than perfect. However, our
changes are positive and we are
improving quickly. Please call
us before you walk alone.

Sincerely,
David Englander
Assistant Coordinator
Campus Escort Service

p=Respond=i
Letters to the editor
should be a maa-innim of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced and signed.
Please Include your address or on-campus mailbox number, as well as
your telephone number for
verification.
•by Villamor M.Cruz
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Campus Life
Founders renovated by '91
by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

Founders Quadrangle will be
next on the 7'fix-it" list in the
University's overall plan to
renovate each residence hall
every seven years.
An estimated $1.2 million
price tag has been placed on the
improvements, expected to be
completed by fall semester 1991,

according to Robert McGeein,
assistant vice president of capital planning.
Major components of the
project include fire alarm, elevator and window replacements, asbestos removal, electrical upgrading and installation
of a new plumbing system at
Founders, McGeein said.
"Basic building complex repair and renovation is our main
concern," he said.

Residence Management Di- a two year period and to insure
rector Bill Lanning said the the repairs are done correctly,
Cmbing was a major part ofLanning said.
plan.
McGeein said the improve"We've had lots of leaks and ments are "somewhat overdue
other problems over the past in coming," but attributed that
two or three years," Lanning to budget fluctuations in the
said. "I'm just glad that we're early 1980s, which he said made
getting Founders into shape."
it difficult to plan continuous reThe project, originally sched- sidence hall improvements.
uled for this summer only, was
The new fire alarms will be a
extended to the following sum- welcome change, Founders
mer to spread out the costs over Complex Coordinator Paula
Smith said.
"They (the existing alarms)
serve the purpose, but they do
not locate the place of the fire."
Smith said. "The new ones will
be the most up-to-date."
The plumbing and cosmetic
changes such as new lounge furniture will improve the quality
of life at Founders, she said.
McGeein said the impact the
Eroject will have upon the numer of students applying to live
at Founders cannot yet be determined.
"Students choose a hall for a
variety of factors, such as
friends living there, so we have
no way of judging (the impact), he said.
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Actual renovation plans were
made through consultation with
Student Affairs and Physical
Plant staffs to decide which
projects would most improve
Founders, McGeein said.
"I've really seen a commitment by the University to say,
'We need to do these repairs
right and get down and dirty,' "
Smith said. "I think that's had a
really positive impact and the
students will be really pleased
with the conditions."

BG News/ John Potter
Some of the funds being allocated to Founders Quadrangle will help to replace deteriorating plumbing,
which has caused water damage to the ceilings of many residents' rooms.
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Educator asks for a
change in attitude
by Jill Novak
staff writer

The close-mindedness of University administrators and
faculty members is forcing
one educator to look for a
teaching career at another
school.
But before she goes, assistant professor of English Doris
Davenport would like to
change the attitudes of University graduate students.
Speaking in a Sunday night
discussion sponsored by
Graduate Student Senate,
Davenport was one of a fivemember panel focused on deprogramming and the need
tor multi-ethnic, bi-gendered,
tri-sexual, non-classist studies for graduate students.
Davenport claims graduate
school involves "kissing the
behinds of the professors"
and doing what needs to be
done to get through the
system.
"I know there has to be a
school somewhere out there
open to a wider perspective of
the world," she said.
"What we have right now at
the University are white,
middle-class male studies,"
said Davenport, adding variations from this format are
necessary.
Non-classist studies are
needed because classist studies are biased and only have a
favorable disposition toward
the educated middle class,
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141 W. Wooster

Hair Studio

Paula

Ryder

$5.00Perms
OFF
Weavings
Sculptured
Nails
8:00- 8:00
8:00 6:0O
8:0O- 3:00

HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA

COME JOIN THE FUN!

354-8533

Would knowing the Summer 1990 j
Chemistry Course offerings help you :
plan your schedule for next year?
The listing on p 77 of the purple
schedule is incorrect/ incomplete.
Here are the undergraduate courses :
that are expected to be available.

HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
GENERAL MEETING

Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry

DE1TA TAU DELTA

104,
100,
125,
126,

115
(5/14- 6/15/90)
116
(6/18- 7/20/90)
306, 341 (6/4- 7/6/90)
342
(7/9- 8/10/90)

I
:
j
:

Chemistry 306 will not be offered Spring 1991

•

TUES: JANUARY 23 IN HONORS CENTER
(BELOW KREISCHER QUAD)
MEETING BEGINS AT 8:00 PM
SWEATSHIRTS WILL BE ON SALE
MEMBERSHIP DUES CAN BE PAID
AT MEETING.
($5.00 for semester)
HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Febuarv 20-24

Cover Design and
Photo Contest
Entries Due:
Friday, Febuary 23
Money (or
Winning Entries!
Call UAO for
More Into1

Downhill Ski Trip

Febuary 3, 7am- 8pm
Pine Knob Michigan
Cost: $24 with own skis
$35 with ski
rental sign up in the
UAO office.

. L^
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MOVIES
BATMAN
1966 version
Thursday, January 25.

BATMAN
Friday ft Saturday
January 26-27
7:30 pm, 10 pm ft 12:30
am
Eva Marie Saint Theater
Charge $1.50
Would you like
to Help Plan Non-Credit
Classes? Like
Mixology. Resume Writing,
or Photography? Then
Join UACfs Mmcourses
Committee. Great Fun &
Experiencei
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Spring Break
Daytona Florida
March 16-25
Sign up the Union
Foyer Jan. 22-26
and Feb. 5-9 from 9
am-4 pm. $100 deposit reguired at the
time you sign up.

Update
3rd Floor Union
372-2343
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OPEN TO ALL HONORS AND
NON-HONORS STUDENTS

••

Vie find hazing unthinkable, see no
benefit whatsoever in the violation of an
individual's physical well-being or perssonal dignity, and haw taken steps
to ensure that no Dek chapter engages in the practice
Those may be strong words,
especially when you consider that
they come from a fraternity.
At Delta Tau Delta, however,
those are words to which we are thoroughly committed, and to which we
haw dedicated ourselves and our efforts.

she said.
Multi-ethnic studies also
are necessary because "it's
not enough to just throw in a
few colored: people (to
study)," she said. "This
leaves out other issues, such
as homosexuals, lesbians or
other ethnic groups."
However, things are not
changing now and "by the
time we get to graduate
school, we are hopeless ... because if one comes through
the education system being
taught a skewered perception
of reality, you can't teach
them anything," she said.
The real problem for most
Saduate students is that all
ey care about is obtaining
their degrees and are fed up
or want to get to another life,
so they complacently go
through the system, she said.
For example, Davenport
said she hears many stories
from her students about racist, sexist or egocentric incidents occuring in classes.
Yet, for every one person who
complains, 10 people shuffle
behind the professor obediently"I have seen this happen at
many graduate schools and it
is a scary possibility," she
said. "It almost sounds as if
integrity and having principles and graduate school
don't mix."
Students must demand representative texts and attitudes in their classes, and "it
D See Davenport, page S.

Do war
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Johnston

$2.00 OFF
Haircut
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I Vlu TJU 1 Ylu is dedicated to dealing
with many of the critical Issues facing today's col \tfp students Alcohol abuse,
\
date rape and hazing simply cannot
be tolerated
Ai a result, w haw instituted a comprehensive alcohol abuse
education program among our
i*
124 chapters
VJc abhor date rape, believe in
the worth of every inarviduat and
have committed ourselves to the development of moral character.
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USG vote supports Olscamp
by Matt Mighell
staff writer

Undergraduate Student
Government approved a vote of
confidence for University President Paul Olscamp during a
General Assembly meeting
Monday night.
The vote was passed after extended discussion between senators and a break for a closed executive session during which
Olscamp's responses to accusations were read.
The proposal for a vote of confidence was introduced by USG
senator Craig Taliaferro who
said the students should take
this opportunity to support the
president.
"If Faculty Senate can give
the president a vote of no confidence, then why can't the student body call for a vote of confidence, " Taliaferro said.

[Campus
I Polly eyes
352-9638

During discussion, Roger
McCarthy, senate representative of the College Republicans,
opposed the vote because he believes senators are not knowledgeable of Olscamp's position
in the face of accusations to
make a decision of confidence.
However, following the closed
executive session, McCarthy —
among other senators who were
undecided on the matter — supported the vote.
USG President Kevin Coughlin said this vote reflects the
feelings of the students.
"This guy (Olscamp) has
made perhaps some mistakes
any other university president
has made," Coughlin said. "But
we recognize the achievements
he has made at Bowling Green
since he's come here."
Other business conducted during the meeting included: the
swearing in of a new treasurer

• Ovt»r 80 Imported Beers

"A Gathering Place"

440 E. Court

ASK ABOUT OUR MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM
"THE CELLER"
PERFECT FOR: • Business Meetings • Class Gatherings •
• Fraternity/Sotortty Functions • Parties •

Dine in the Cellar and receive 10% off food bill
c

• Burritos • Pi//a • Salads • Nachos • *

and four new senators, including
a senator who was appointed
Monday afternoon.
Ted Seribner, a junior environmental science major, was
the late appointee who will be
serving on the national, state
and community affairs committee.
Seribner has a great interest
in recycling and his efforts will
be an asset to the recycling
efforts of the University, Coughlin said.
Ryan Garlitz, a senior accounting major, accepted the
position of treasurer replacing
Bill Ziss, who recently resigned
his position.

Quality Copies
Resumes
Professional Binding
Passport Photos
Fax Service
Laser Typesetting
Office Supplies
Pick-Up & Delivery

Open 7 Days
354-3977
113 Railroad St.

"Why aren't we doing that?"
he said.
Coughlin explained that his
appointments were chosen by
priority from a waiting list "and
the (new senators) have been
waiting for a while."
It would be discrimination in
the worst way to previously
promise a senate position to
anyone, Coughlin saia.

Coughlin, who appointed Garlitz, said he was chosen for the
job because of his strong sense

A 110,000 donation has been
given to the University's Gish
Film Theater by actress Lillian Gish to promote the study
of film on campus, Curator
Ralph Wolfe said.
Glsh's December donation
is her fourth in four years to
the university. Associate Director of Development MarclaLattasaid.
The money will go to the
theater's endowment fund,
which Is used to purchase and
preserve old films. In addition, Latta said the money
will go toward the Gisbendowed professorship.
Coujdding with the donation, one of Giah's films.

"Broken Blossoms," wffl be
shown Jan. 27 at 8 pjn. on
WBGU-TV.
The film is a silent movie
originally filmed in 1919.
which has been restored
several times, said Paula
Davis, director of TV information at WBGU.
Latta said the University's
Gish Film Theater, named
for both Gish and her late sister Dorothy, is currently
under renovation, which is
expected to be completed by
late spring or summer.
Seats in the theater are being named after donors who
contribute $250 or more.

Business fraternity to nationalize
by Heather Felty
staff writer

Using the business and marketing techniques they have learned in
class, the four founders of the Selling and Sales Management Club
are trying to sell a new version of an old club to University students.
According to the president of Pi Sigma Epsilon fraternity, the
purpose of the organization is to help marketing and business
majors to acquire contacts in the business world.
"It also helps people to network, generate and develop sales skills,
prepare research projects, listen to corporate speakers and also
partake in happy hours," PSE President Mike Schuessler said.
What sets this business fraternity apart from others is that it is
sponsored by the professional organization Sales and Marketing Executives, Schuessler said.
Woodland Mall
Cinema

Discover Kinko's
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

of responsibility and his emphasis on detail.
Taliaferro questioned the
choice of new senators during
the vote of acceptance, mentioning previous discussion by senators to include more minority
students in the General Assembly.

Gish sister makes
gift to namesake
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Ed Colmbs, director of SME in Cleveland, said "this fraternity
will help people learn more about sales and marketing, and it will
help them a great deal when they enter into the business world."
In 1983, the Selling and Sales Management Club had tried to go
national, but could not make it and retained very few members. Last
year, only four members remained and decided to do something
about their image.
"We decided this was do-or-die year," PSE Treasurer Christy
Rittman.
The business fraternity is now working toward becoming a
national fraternity.
"One of our goals was to go national and we succeeded," Schuessler said.
PSE will be initiated into national status March 3. The University
of Louisville, Virginia Tech, University of Akron, Miami University
and The Ohio State University are the University's five regional
fraternities who will be attending the ceremony.
"Our Cleveland associates are really pleased to sponsor the new
Bowling Green business fraternity," Colmbs said. "We appreciate
them working so hard to turn themselves around and we look forward to working with them."

Water
D Continued from page 1.
we've saved in the reservoir to
diffuse the level down," Merrill
said.
The city was forced to stop
filling the new reservoir last
Thursday when the nitrate
levels began to rise.
"Our reservoir is not currently operational, but building it
GSS
□ Continued from page 1.

was the only cost-effective
means we had of dealing with
this problem," Stock burger
said. "No other method of removal or filtration was cost effective for us to install."
"Filtering is a very expensive
process," Porter said. " Most
water treatment systems are
not equipped to treat it once it
reaches a certain level."

concerns, then they should be
brought out into the public
arena," Frazer said. "If the
charges are incorrect, then the
§ resident can knock them all
own."
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Pat Boone still has Ohio ties
by Matt Mlghell
staff writer

LIMA, 0. - Before the Beatles, Americans in the 1950s loved home-grown, cleancut performers like Dinah Shore and Guv
Lombardo, but for many Ohioans, the ballads sung by Pat Boone carry a more familiar melody.
Boone's popular career began when he
was widely accepted in Ohio and this weekend he returned to Northwest Ohio as the
featured guest at a fundrasing telethon for
Luna's non-commercial Christian station,
WTLW-TV.
"I became popular all over Ohio — in
Columbus, Akron, Cincinnati — all over," he
said. "Ohio was the cradle of my career."
Well-known for his Christian lifestyle,
Boone said he supports the efforts of Chris-

tian musicians breaking into the field along
side secular artists.
"I feel it is vital to get gospel music into
secular fields in order to break down the
barriers between secular and Christian music," he said.
.
''For too long, business and religion have
been far separated, but I bring my faith
together with entertainment because both
religion and business are vital parts of our
lives."
WTLW-TV General Manager Bob Placie
said Boone is not the cheerleader-type of
fundraiser, but is still effective.
"His healthy, ail-American, square-deal
type of personality appeals to a large audience," Placie said. "He crosses age barriers
by singing bis old rock 'n' roll standards
along with his Christain emphasis."
In previous years, WTLW-TV has brought
in fundraising personalities such as Rosev
Grier, former Los Angeles Rams football

Quain

player, and Meadowlark Lemon, former
member of the Harlem Globetrotters basketball team.

The school is represented by
Mary Ann Whipple and Warren
i . Continued from page 1.
court lacks subject matter and D. Wolfe of the Toledo law firm
personal jurisdiction in this of Fuller and Henry.
matter.

Boone sang some of his early hits including "Love Letters in the Sand1' and "April
Love" during the five-hour closing night of
the fundraising event at a Lima mall.

GSS
D Continued from page 1.
environment where cnarges can
be raised and addressed, Frazee
said.
"If (Lancaster) has these

Even after 30 years of performing and 14
Sandchildren — four of which belong to his
tighter, singer Debbie Boone — he still
continues making appearances.
"I perform over 100 concerts a year overseas and across America," he said. "I stay
very active as an entertainer."

Davenport

Boone devotes more than one month each
year to the Easter Seals Foundation by hosting the annual telethon and several golf
tournaments, he said.

Blasted
D Continued from page 1.
Hebein, associate professor of
romance languages, Allen Kepke, theater professor, Arthur
Neal, professor of sociology, and
Betty van Der Smissen, health
and physical education recreation professor.
Hebein and Neal are also
members of the concerned faculty committee.
Kepke declined comment, but
the others said they were able to
resolve conflicts that arose with
the administration.
Van Der Smissen said the
resolution was introduced in a
"totally incorrect" manner and

the document lacks sufficient information considering the severity of the accussations.
"What they call a bill of particulars is really a bill of generalities," she said.
Ann-Marie Lancaster, senate
chairwoman, said Senate officers conferred with their impartial parliamentarian before introducing the resolution and
they did not violate any rules.
She does not mind the resolution being tabled, either, she
said.
"I think it's a good thing that
people want to talk about it — I
want them to talk," she said.

Hebein said the bill of particulars does not support the no confidence resolution.
"Some of the accusations in
the bill of particulars are subjective and some are truly distorted," he said.
Faculty have claimed the senate officers have a personal
vendetta, do not grasp budgetary and staffing issues they claim
Olscamp does not acknowledge
and are poor faculty representatives.
"From our perspective, the

concerns, then they should be
brought out into the public
arena," Frazer said. "If the
charges are incorrect, then the
president can knock them all
down."

framers of this poorly conceived
resolution behaved improperly,
exercised little judgment and
acted more like political provocateurs rather than conscientious faculty representatives," a
committee of concerned faculty
wrote.
The Senate Executive Committee received a request on
Monday to hold the on-call meeting of the Faculty Senate next
Tuesday so the issue can be resolved as soon as possible.
A majority vote of the SEC is
required to hold the special session and they meet today.

O Continued from page 3.
takes a lot," but students need to
try to stand up to their professors, Davenport said.
A panel of several professors
commented on Davenport's address, agreeing with many of
her observations.
Bonnie Tu-Smith, assistant
professor of English, said "it is
important to realize what we are
up against... what you can contribute counts, ana you should
learn as much as possible about
cultural diversity in the counIgnorance nurtures racism,
Tu-Smith said, and it is the responsibility of students to learn
as much as possible.
"It is OK to be afraid of people
who are different, but you must
be willing to learn about them,"
she said.
A graduate student in the
theater department, Katana

Hall, said she has seen many
examples of racism and discrimination in her graduate
classes.
For instance, Hall said the
theater department is run only
by men, except for one female
instructor — who is relegated to
another building.
Hall said she has taught herself everything she knows and is
very sad she has not been challenged at all.
Davenport's influence on her
has strengthened and nourished
her and she is grateful she met
someone who impressed her
sense of defiance, Hall said.
"(My professors) wanted to
play games with me and break
my spirit," she said, "but I refusedtogiveup."
The actions of University
professors are insulting on all
levels and "I don't like it," she
said.
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Two busted for selling LSD
by John Kohurtrand
city writer

Bowling Green Police confiscated a 1985 Chevrolet Camaro
and several hundred dollars
after arresting two Toledo residents for trafficking in marijuana and LSD Friday night.
Michael James Carr, 21, and
Laurie Ann Berger, 22, both of
Toledo, were arrested after Carr
attempted to sell 20 hits of LSD
and several baggies of marijuana to an undercover officer,
police said.

Police confiscated the marijuana and $100 worth of LSD.
Through a confidential informant, Carr agreed to meet the
officer at a Thurstin Street residence at about 10 p.m., police
said.
According to the police report,
Carr met the detective while
carrying an amplifier box and a
plastic container. He told the
undercover officer how easy it
was to hide drugs in the box because "police never check
there."
Carr handed the detective the

AIL COMPETITOR COUPONS HONORED

EXTRA LARGE
2-ltem Pizza For

$7.75

LSD in a plastic baggie in
exchange for five marked $20
bills. Carr then sold the marijuana to the officer, and three
more police officers entered the
room and arrested Carr.

Police Chief Galen Ash said
the Camaro may later be sold
and the money will be added to
the city's drug fighting fund.

A search of the amplifier box
and Tupperware turned up 16
more hits of the LSD, two more
baggies of marijuana, the marked money and some loose
change, police said.

It was unusual that Bowling
Green detectives ended up arresting a Toledo pair — generally they work only on local cases
— but police informants happened to lead them to the Toledo
pair, Ash said.

The officers then arrested
Berger, who was waiting in the
Camaro outside, police said.
Berger later admitted to police
she Knew about the drug sale.
She also told police she had been
smoking marijuana earlier.

"We don't try to encourage
them to sell down here, but it
just worked out that way," he
said.

A marijuana pipe was found in
the car and $316 was also conf-

If convicted, Carr and Burger
could receive fines up to $7,500
and IS years in Jail.

only at

GREENBRIAR INC.

MARK'S PIZZA
Free Delivery

iscated from the pair, police
said.

Now leasing New Apartments
For Fall 1990

352-3551

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

Expires 1/19/90
All COMPETITOR COUPONS HONORED

Across From Carter Park

Typeset Resumes
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2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments Featuring Air
Conditioning, Full Basement,
Dishwasher, Garbage Disposals, and
Washer/ Dryer Hookups.
224 E. WOOSTER ST. .,._,. -._ , _

352-0717
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Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphlcs provides
resumes in several clean
This is the regular price
business-like formats.
for a quality typeset resume Resumes are typeset in two
at UniGraphlcs.
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.

Blotter
DA U.S. flag, valued at $45,
was stolen from the Wood
County Jail Friday morning,
police said.
(! David R. Tedrow, 325
Conklin Hall, was cited for
underage drinking in front of
Slammers, 153 E. Wooster
St., Friday morning, police
said.
DJamle M. McClelland, 309
Mooney Hall, and Roger L.
Davenport H, 314 Mooney
Hall, were arrested for
underage drinking Friday
morning after they disobeyed
a pedestrian crossing sign,
police said.
DA University student reported a leather bomber
Jacket stolen from Slammers,
153 E. Wooster St., Friday
morning.
i : Thomas R. Collins, Rochester, N.Y., was cited for
underage drinking after he
was observed staggering and
falling at the 400 block of East
Wooster Street, police said.
DRicci A. Nolen, 107
Mooney Hall, was cited for

underage drinking Friday
morning in front of Taco Bell,
320 E. wooster.
( Trisha L. Getz, 221 Manville Ave., was cited for having
a fake ID at Howard's Club H,
210 N. Main St., Saturday
morning.
DTracy L. Urbauer, Polk,
Ohioo, was cited for underage
drinkin Saturday morning.
She was observed vomiting
on the sidewalk in front of
Cassidy's, 176 E. Wooster St.,
police said.
□A woman reported being
mooned by a man in his car
ahead of her in the drive-thru
line at Burger King, 1570 E.
Wooster St., Saturday morning, police said. The suspect
then backed into her car.
Police referred her to the
prosecutor.
DTwo employees of the
Yum Yum Tree, 181 S. Main
St., reported their wallets stolen Saturday.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS:
APPLY NOW FOR AN
ALUMNI CHAPTER
SCHOLARSHIP
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"Awarded to an intern student who is
interning through the Washingtom Center program
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SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR FALL '90
ARIZONA
CANTON
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DAYTON

LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK CITY
PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO
SOUTHWEST FLORIDA

TAMPA
TEXAS
WASHINGTON D.C./BALTIMORE
WESTERN NEW YORK
WILLIAMS COUNTY, OHIO

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS CONTACT OFFICE OF
FINACIALAID, OR ALUMNI OFFICE. DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
IS FEBUARY 16, 1990. AWARDS WILL BE MADE BY MARCH 19.

A CHANCE FOR YOU TO DEVELOPE PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLIC
RELATIONS. FLYERS ft BROCHURES. SCRIPTS,
AND MUCH MOREI
WE ARE LOOKING FOR A VARITY OF STUDENTS. IF YOU HAVE
SKILLS IN LEADERSHIP, HUMAN RELATIONS, MASS MEDIA.THEATRE,
HIC ARTS, OR WRITING, CONSIDER BEING A PART OF THE STE
1 (STUDENTS TOGETHER EDUCATING PEERS) TEAM OF PEER LEADERS
OUR OOAL: TO HELP STUDENTS THIINK ABOUT THEIR ACTIONS,
EXPLORE THEIR FEELINGS AND GROW AS INDIVIDUALS.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE BETWEEN JANUARY 23
A 26 IN THE PREVENTION CENTER FOR ALCOHOL
AND OTHER DRUOAIUSE: 310 STUDENT SERVICES
(372-2130).

DON'T DELAY...
APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY
JAN. 26 AT 5:00.
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Sports Tuesday
leers lose to, tie with Spartans
January 21, 19«0
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by Don Hensley
sports writer

Connell
back to
old form?
EAST LANSING, Mich. - To
see how each of Bowling Green's
two main goalies have performed this season, one has to look
no further than their pads.
Angelo Libertucci, the freshman, brilliantly entered the
scene more than two months ago
wearing bright orange and white
pads. Like his flashy garb, Libertucci shined, compiling a 9-5
record and leading the Falcons
through a stretch which saw 12
BG victories in IS games.
Meanwhile, the play of senior
Paul Connell had been unimpressive. The dull, brown pads
of the veteran seemed to stop
fewer and fewer pucks each
game, reflecting his drab and
often dismal performances.
So when Connell entered the
ice for his starting role Saturday
against Michigan State, an
eclipse shrouded most of those
familiar with BG hockey.
Many recalled the dark memory of Connell allowing 10 goals
in the Falcons' last visit to
MSU's Munn Ice Arena on Nov.
11.
Many questioned BG coach
Jerry York's decision to play, let
alone start, the much-maligned
Connell, whose last win was
Dec. 2 against offensively-inept
Ferris State.
But Saturday, his lackluster
pads regained some of the glow,
some of the glitter from his past
three seasons, as the senior
saved 31 shots in BG's 4-4 tie
with the Spartans.
And for Connell, the illumination had been a long time in
coming.
"It's been real tough," he
said. "It's been the most challenging year of my career. When
coach told me this morning that
I was going to play, I was all
ready before he told me. I was
psyched — this was my opportunity and it was my chance to get
back in the net.
"This was a great opportunity
to show the fans, show my
teammates and show myself
that those 10 goals they scored
on me was just one of those bad
nights. There was no way I was
going to let them do that to me
twice."
But it was York who gave
Connell the opportunity to regain some of the confidence
missing throughout the season.
Whether York's actual reasoning for the unexpected start
stemmed from a gut feeling or
the moon being in Aquarius, he
said he was pleased with the
outcome.
"Angelo had played like nine
out of our last 10 games, and he
had a pretty good run for it—I
iust thought it was time to bring
■aul back in," he said. "And I
think he did a creditable job."
York was not the only one impressed by Connell's performance. Spartan coach Ron Mason,
who bashed Connell's ineffective
play earlier this season, said the
senior netminder gained poise
throughout the contest, especially after the first 20 minutes.
The turnaround, however, did
not shock Mason as much as it
did many others.
"With goalies, I'm never surprised," he said. "The first
period gave him confidence, because we had some shots in the
first period that hit him and he
didn't know where they were. He
got a little confidence and he
started feeling good about himself."
As Connell's teammates Save
noted throughout the season, the
veteran usually has one outstanding game which dictates
his play for the rest of the
season.
Perhaps this was the game.
"I think this is a good building
block for me," said Connell. "I
needed it, there is no doubt
about it, and the team needed it.
This will definitely get my ball
rolling and next tune I go into
the net it will be the same way."
But does Connell deserve a next
time?
"I feel I do," he said. "I'm a
proven goalie in this league;
granted, I've had a slow start
this year, a slow start that kept
continuing.
"Angelo's been playing well,
and maybe coach will go with
D See Draben Thoughts, page 8.

EAST LANSING, Mich. —One
point.
That's all the Bowling Green
hockey team could muster out of
its series with Michigan State —
a 4-4 tie Saturday after losing 5-4
Friday.
Are the Falcons disappointed?
Not really. Instead, the series
was used as a measuring stick to
see where they stood against the
top team in the nation.
What they found out was they
are not far behind the top dogs.
"Coming into the series, we
weren't worrying about catching Lake Superior or staying
ahead of Michigan or how far
ahead we are for home ice," BG
coach Jerry York said. "I wanted to see if we could play with
Michigan State at this particular
time of the year.
"It was proven we couldn't do
that in November (after 11-3 and
5-4 losses). Now we feel we can
play with Michigan State and
that is an important bench mark
for us."
Although the season series record may not prove York's
theory (0-3-1), if you saw the two
games, you may understand his

Courtesy of The Key/ Paul Vernon
BO center Jim Solly beats Michigan State goalie Jason Muzzatti for a goal over the weekend. The Falcons lost to the Spartans 5-4 on Friday at the
Ice Arena and then tied 4-4 Saturday night in East Lansing, giving tnem one point in the two games.

In Saturday's contest, the
Falcons held a lead throughout
the majority of the game.
They got out to a 2-0 lead on
goals by Braden Shavchook and
Joe Quinn —who may have
played his best series of the
season. The Spartans came
O See leers, page 9.

Thompson, Vick Chips down Falcons 72-58
spark BG 70-60
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

by Matt Schroder
assistant sports editor

MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich.
— Central Michigan won't be
shedding any tears the day Tecca Thompson graduates.
The senior forward burned the
Chippewas on Saturday for the
second year in a row by pouring
in 21 points (7-15 from the field,
7-10 from the line) and helping
the Falcons to a 70-60 MidAmerican Conference win.
But she didn't stop there.
Add nine rebounds, two assists
and three steals for good
measure.
Last year in Central's Rose
Arena, Thompson also shreadded the Chip's defense, establishing her personal-best 21
points, the mark she tied over
the weekend.
Fran Voll appreciates the
effort she gives the team.
"I don't Know if I've ever had
a player that works any harder
than Tecca Thompson,'' he said.
"It's not unusual tor her to grab
a rebound or get a steal — do
something to get our whole
group back into it."
With 8:43 to play in the game,
BG needed to get back into it.

Thompson
vick
Central had just completed a
14-5 run in just more than four
minutes.
With the Falcons leading 42-30
midway in the second half, Central head coach Donita Davenport unleashed the full-court
press.
The result was two steals, two
lay-ups, a jumper, a hook shot
and a three-pointer — 47-44 Falcons.
Time out Voll.
"When I called time out at
that point, I just told them 'hey.
we've got a ball game here,' '
the coach said.
That must've been enough,
because the Falcons came out of
the huddle with a fire in their
eyes. The final eight minutes belonged to them — Thompson and
Erin Vick in particular.
O See Thompson, page 9.

Gymnasts lose,
but record set
by Mike Momlney
sports writer

Running into tough luck has become a trend for the Bowling Green
women's gymnastics team so far this season, and this weekend
proved to be no different.
The Falcons dropped their second straight meet Saturday afternoon at Eastern Michigan, 174.8-176.75, their lowest score recorded
since the 1987-88 season.
BG performed well against the Hurons. However, according to
head coach Charles Simpson, their scores were not indicative of the
gymnasts' performances.
"All in all I guess you have to live with the circumstances. I believe that perhaps they (EMU) earned it, but I know we didn't earn a
174.8," he said.
"It was tough because we performed much better — and we knew
we did, but we couldn't get that out of the judges. We did perform
well. I was upset with the scores, not at how the girls performed."
Junior Kim Crawford, who tied a school record with 9.3 on the
vault, said she felt BG had the better overall team and just seemed
to get the short end of the stick.
"We had a little trouble on the bars and on the beam, but we did a
phenomenal job on the floor. I felt the scores were real tight and Inconsistent," she said.
Although the loss was hard to swallow, there were som.. positive
aspects that came out of the meet. Besides tying a school record
(Crawford's vault), the tumblers came through with some good
marks individually.
In the overall competition, sophomore Mary Beth Friel scored a
D See Gymnasts, page 9.

MOUNT PLEASANT. Mich.
— Early in the year, Bowling
Green played a style of basketball which was fun to
watch.
Saturday against Central
Michigan, the Falcons' brand
of ball was plain, sloppy and
down-right awful.
The Chippewas handed BG
its second-straight loss and
fourth in five games with a
72-58 Mid-American Conference victory before 5,312 at
Rose Arena.
Despite being outplayed for
much of the contest, the Falcons found themselves within
54-53 after a three-pointer by
Clinton Venable at the 6:12
mark.
•
From there, Central outscored, and completely dominated, BG with an 18-5 run.
The Chips Jeff Majerle hit
two triples, the second with :03
on the shot clock, and Melvin
Kelly made one as the shot
clock expired, putting the
game out of reach.
"I'm really mad at my team
right now. I told them so
afterward," BG head coach
Jim Larranaga said. "If we're
not going to play with any
more heart than that we're not
going to be able to compete
against anybody in this league.
"Our determination to do the
things we need to do and the
things we did last Saturday (in
a win at Western) and early in
the season is just not there/'
In the last few minutes, BG
turned the ball over twice,
leading to break-away layups
for Central, and missed
several open jumpers.
Forward Steve Watson, one
of the keys to the Falcons'
high-flying offense early in the
year, scored just three points
for the second-straight game.
He was averaging 12.5 points a
contest.
"He's coasting," Larranaga
said of the 6-foot-9 junior. "He
needs to work a heckuva lot
harder if he expects to play
well. By harder. I don't mean
dive for loose balls.
"We threw him a high lob
pass and he tried to tip it (out)
instead of going up and catching it like a man. You play cute
and you're going to get yourself in trouble.
"If you play against a team
that doesn't care what they
look like, as long as they get
the lob, you're going to be in
trouble.''
Larranaga did not allow any
of his players to be Interviewed
after the game.
Meanwhile, Central (8-8
overall, 3-3 in the MAC) had
one of its best games of the

year, statistically, head coach
Charlie Coles said.
The Chips were 27-of-53 from
the field tor 51 percent. They
made ll-of-25 three-pointers,
including forward Majerle's
six-for-10 shooting from behind
the arc. He and guard Sander
Scott each scored a game-high
18 points.
'"Thank goodness. One more
bad game and they were going
to run me out of town," said
Coles, who's 8-0 against Larranaga. "We finally shot 50
percent and held somebody
under 50 percent. It was our
best game of the year."
Coles told Larranaga that
when the two passed in the
hallway after the post game
press conference.
The BG coach smiled and
said, "Charlie, every game we
play against you is the best
you've ever played."
Central jumped to an 11-4
lead with 14:55 left in the first
half. But the play of guard
Kirk Whiteman, who came off
the bench to score 10 points,
and center Ed Colbert sparked
BG to a 22-21 lead at the 5:49
mark.
Majerle then keyed a 13-4

run with two triples to give the
Chips a 34-26 halftime advantage.
venable. who had 13 points,
scored eight points within 1:24
to pull the Falcons to 40-36 with
17.-56 remaining.
Scott, with short jumpers,
and Majerle kept the Falcons
at bay, though, until Venable's
late three brought BG within
one.
Center Ed Colbert played a
fine game around the basket
and scored a career-high 16
points.
Kelly and guard David Carter each had 13 points for Central.
For a team that showed so
much promise early and appeared to be a MAC title contender, BG (10-6, 2-4) might
have trouble making the conference tournament a season's
end.
"Last week, we were disapppointed that we had lost
two straight. We wanted to
prove that we were capable of
playing better than that," Larranaga said. "After twostraight loses now, we have to
question how tough we really
are."

BG News/John Grieshop
Joe Moore shoots a fadeaway Jumper over Central Michigan's Melvin Kelly (35) and Dennis Kann on Saturday.
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BG performs well at All-Ohio S.F's Clark now
Bucks win men's meet; Ohio U. captures women's portion
top paid player
swimmers performed well, but
they experienced some jitters in
the finals on Saturday night.
"I thought we swam well, and
we beat the teams we were supposed to beat on both the men s
and women's sides." he said, "I
thought on Saturday night we
experienced some nervousness
in the finals which might have
slowed down our times a bit."
But that didn't keep the Falcons from meeting their premeet goals.
"I thought that the men placed
as high as they could, and the
women met our goal of finishing
second," he said, "Actually, I
was somewhat surprised by how
close we came to Ohio U. In the
final point total."

by Steve Easton
sports writer

A team's success is not always
measured by a first-place finish.
This statement is true about
the Bowling Green men's and
women's swimming teams after
they placed sixth (499 points)
and second (922), respectively,
in the All-Ohio Invitational on
Saturday.
Ohio State captured the men's
portion of the meet, totalling 903
points, while the Ohio University
women met pre-meet expectations and earned first place with
1078 points, setting three individual meet records.
Coach Brian Gordon said his

B.G. TAXI
352-0796

Sophomore Doug Madore had
the highest finish for the men by
placing fourth in the 200 yard
tree, while senior Shari Williams recorded a second in the
100 free for the women. Junior
Gina Jacobs (500 free) and
freshman Jody Reed (200 backstroke) each captured thirdplace finishes in their events for
the women.
On Friday, the men swam
their best meet of the year versus Ohio, according to Gordon,
but they came up short, falling
125-91.
"We had first-place finishes in
seven of the 12 events, and we
were in it until the end which put
a scare into them. It's an encouraging sign, and I finally can
see the light at the end of the
tunnel," he said.

Madore led the Falcons with
two victories in the 200 free
(season best of 1:45.24) and 500
free. Junior Steve Haugen (100
backstroke), sophomore Brian
Kaminski (400 IM), sophomore
Kevin Latta (1000 free), freshman Ted Fortney (100 butterfly)
and senior Michael Poindexter
(3-meter diving) all were individual winners.
The women didn't perform
quite as well as they lost 13048.
The lone individual winner for
the Falcons was Williams in the
50 free, while senior Gretchen
Green (1000 free), junior Debbie
Ray (400 IM), freshman Jill
Bowers (100 butterfly) and
freshman Stephanie Hertling
(3-meter diving) each recorded
second-place finishes.
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1 and 2 bedroom apartments - furnished or unfurnished
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favorite

by Kathleen Maclay
Associated Press writer
SAN FRANCISCO - Will

Clark lumped to the top of
baseball's salarv list Monday
when he agreed to a $15 million, four-year contract with
the San Francisco Giants that
calls for the first $4 million
salary in baseball history.
Clark, the Most Valuable
Player of the National
League playoffs, will average
$3.75 million a season in the
new deal, topping the $3.5 million a year that Oakland's
Dave Stewart will get in the
two-year extension he agreed
to last week.
"It definitely overwhelms
you to know that baseball has
this much money," Clark
said. "I did not get into it to
try to rob the bank. I got into
it because I love the game."
The 25-year-old fust baseman gets a $2 million signing
bonus, $1.75 million in 1990,
SI.25 million in 1991, $3.75 milon in 1992 and $4.25 million
in 1993. Clark, who got a fouryear no-trade provision, can
make $100,000 if he is named
the NL's MVP, $50^000 each
for being named MVP of the
playoffs or World Series and
$25,000 for making the AllStar team.

"It's lust shows what's
happened to baseball in the
last few years," said Clark,
who made $1,125,000 last
Sear. "It's a direct result of
le television money."
Clark said he realized he's
the highest-paid player in
baseball history and that he
has financial security.
"Let me put it this way,"
Clark said. "When the ball's
in the air, I'm not figuring out
what my salary's going to be
iflgetahit."
Clark's contract was the
latest in an offseason that has
seen salaries escalate sharply. The top 10 contracts in
baseball history by average
salary have all been agreed to
since the end of the season.
Clark,'a left-handed hitter,
batted .333 in 1989 with 23
home runs. 111 RBIs, 104 runs
scored and 196 hits.
He was second in average
behind Tony Gwynn of San
Diego, third in RBIs behind
teammate Kevin Mitchell and
Pedro Guerrero of St. Louis
and tied for the lead in runs
scored with Howard Johnson
of the New York Mets and
Ryne Sandberg of the Chicago Cubs. His average was
the highest for a Giants since
Willie Mays batted .347 in
1958.
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Draben Thoughts—

Swimming Pools

Q Continued from page 7.

gas for heating, cooking and hot water included
air conditioning

STOPPE

Campus Shuttle
24 hr. maintenance
on site laundry - on site parking

Utntljrop aferrare Apartments
400 Napolean Rd.

352 - 9135

PANHELLENIC-INTERFRATERNITY
|%
COUNCILS
4Q|
PROUDLY PRESENTS THE 1990 EXECUTIVE BOARDS
AND THE NEWLY APPOINTED CABINET

Panhellenic President
VP of Membership Development
VP of Rush
VP of Rush Counselors
Cabinet Director
Secretary
Treasurer

Amy Vojta
Andrea Beaudoin
Ann Brogan
Stephani Headlee
Jennifer Salvino
Julie Thomas
Ashley Matthews

IFC President
VP of Internal Affairs
VP of Rush
VP of Membership Development
Secretary
Treasurer
Chief Administrator

Terry Michelitch
Norm Marks
Brian Tague
Dave Cauper
Jeff Hopkins
Sean Murphy
Jim Stevic

•

352-0077

Bowl 6n' Greenery
Healthy V Hearty Buffet
•Hot Entrees, Vegetables and
Homemade Soups
•Fresh Salad and Fruit Buffet
•Piping Hot Rolls & Baked Potato
•Unlimited Beverage
11:30-2:00 Lunch Hours
4:00-7:00 Dinner Hours

two (goalies) again. I really
don't snow what he's going to
do, but I'm going to play as hard
as I can in practice and I know
Angelo is going to. I can't say
yes and I can't say no, not after
tonight."
Now, York is faced with the
same dilemma he had earlier in
the season —which of the two is
the number one goaltender.
"(Connell) certainly warrants
a further look," York said. "And
hopefully we can get some depth
with the goaltenders.''
Mike Drabenstott is a sports
writer /or The News.

-^CHARLIE'S
IMI DODGE
"RED HOT
AND ROLLIN"
Big Selection
of Dodge
Cars and Trucks

Located in the University Union
Food Coupons Accepted From
4- p.m.- 7 p.m. Only

RUSH

THETA

CHI

RUSH
A WINNING TRADITION

Cabinet
Alcohol Awareness
Community Relations
Community Service
Constitution
Faculty Relations
Greek Unity
Greek Representative
Intramurals
Leadership Development
Liability Awareness
Organizational Representative
Program Consultant
Public Relations
Scholarship

Bob Brazofsky
Chris Adams
Marie Applin
Eric Blue
Lori Androsky
Jennifer Taday
Dave Peck
Brian Bailey
Shelley Manteuffel
Jon Stadler
Christine Kendzora
Bryon Speakman
Sheridan Pagan
Doug Grace
Ben Feinstein
Rhonda Feltman
Phil Hamilton
Mitzi Briehl
Gina Weisgarber
Scott Pllckert
Rona Wotschak
Blaine Wilson

Tues. January 23

Ohio Suite Slide Show
3rd Floor University Union

Thurs. January 25

Pizza Night/Milton Bradley
Tournament

Mon. January 29
Weds. January 31

WFAL Live Remote Broadcast/
Taco Night
Milton Bradley Tournament

THETA CHI
IS
- Excellence in Athletics
- Excellence in Academics
- An off campus fraternity with spacious
apartments located at 334 N. Main Street.
■ Feel free to call for a ride at 352-9001.
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Gymnasts
D Continued from page 7.
35.65, with junior Meg Griffin
tallying a 34.4. On the vault behind Crawford were Friel with a
9.15 and Junior Kirstin Scott
scoring a 9.1. On the bars, Friel
scored an 8.85 and fellow sophmore Julie Zickes finished with
an 8.6.
Starting off the beam, the Falcons looked to be in control of

the meet. The first two performers, Zickes and freshman Robin Wall, came out strong to
take the top two honors scoring a
9.2 and 8.96, respectively. Unfortunately, the rest of the team fell
off the beam in their routines,
which put them at a two point
deficit going into the floor exercise.
On the floor, the only BG

Thompson
D Continued from page 7.
"Our press got us right back in
the game," Davenport explained. "When you get that
close, you've got to get hungry,
and we didn't."
Thompson took care of the
underneath hoops and Vick was
unconscious from 15-feet out.
It was spurts like that — eight
points from both Vick and
Thompson — which irked Davenport the most. She pointed to
the lack of defensive fire, mostly
from the freshmen.
"We're giving them (freshmen) full responsibility for this
loss. Their apologies don't mean
much when it's the same mistake for the 100th time," Davenport said. "(Freshman) Carla
Sterk couldn't have guarded this

chair I'm sitting in."
The Falcons lead after the
first 20 minutes, 30-22.
Central's standout forward
Sue Nissen was held to 1 of 6
from the field in the first half,
which contributed to the team's
22 percent shooting (8 of 38).
"We took good shots and a lot
of them were wide open. But if
you can't hit on your own floor,
you may as well give it up," Davenport said.
Voll credited his defensive
pressure throughout the game
as a key to the win.
"I don't think they were able
to generate much inside because
we put so much pressure on the
perimeter people. We knew at
halftime that our defense would
be the key to the whole thing."

gymnast who seemed to raise
the eyes of the judges was Friel,
with a score of 9.05. Simpson
said his team was not prepared
for this type of situation In relation to the format of the meet.

"The gymnasts from opposing
teams should alternate on each
event, but they didn't do it that
way. They went by team order,"
he said. "When this happens,
you have no comparison be-

tween teams. This really hurt us
—on the floor it killed us."
Friel added that the format of
going team by team is a change
of pace, which really can hurt
the momentum of the individu-

als on the team.
"I think it can really make a
difference, in the sense that the
team is behind you, especially if
you're on a roll — it's kind of like
a domino effect.' she said.

BG spent the rest of the game
dumping the puck in the neutral
zone and nursing the lead. With
a minute left it looked as though
the Falcons were going to return
the favor by winning in East
Lansing.
Instead, an attempted breakout pass was intercepted by
MSU's Joby Messier at the blueline and flipped toward the net
where Kip Miller redirected it to
Pat Murray who promptly put it
past BG goalie Paul Connell
with 57 seconds left.
In the overtime, the best scoring chance came almost immediately when Emerson was
sprung on a breakwaway, only
to see Muzzatti stop him with a
pad save.
"All the top players had a
showdown, like Muzzatti and
Emerson," York said. "The
breakaway was a classic confrontation. This one, like last one

(when Muzzatti stopped Emerson on a penalty shot in the first
series), went to Muzzatti. Hopefully we will all be able to see
something like that in the future."
For MSU, Muzzatti was the
man who made the difference.
He was always there coming up
with the big save when the game
was on the line and MSU coach
Ron Mason recognized an important fact after the series.
"BG still has to beat Muzzatti
and that's one weapon we have
that a lot of people don't realize
because of our offense." he said.
"He's a bonafide goalie. That's
the one difference between us —
he outplays their goalies."

ing MSU a goal at the 15:03
mark to supply the margin of
victory.
But for the Falcons, the one
point on the road is better than
nothing at all.

leersD Continued from page 7.
right back in MSU form and notched three goals in the second
Briod to put it in the lead 3-2 at
• second intermission.
It didn't take lone for the Falcons to respond to the challenge
as Matt Ruchty made an outstanding individual play to tie
the score just 1:26 into the final
period.
With MSU defenseman Jason
Wooley draped on Ruchty like a
glove, the junior left winger let a
wrist shot go from the left faceoff circle that got by Spartan
goalie Jason Muzzattf. The goal
was Ruchty's 24th of the season.
Both teams then took turns
rushing the puck up and down
the ice. only to see uie Falcons
capitalize first on a long list of
opportunities when Llew
Ncwana lit the lamp on a blast
from the high slot off a pass
from Nelson Emerson at the
7:11 mark.

Muzzatti proved that Friday
night when he stopped 36 Falcon
shots en route to the Spartan victory. Once again it was Miller
who supplied the highlights giv-

"We are disappointed with the
one point but then again we are
happy to get that point here/'
BG co-captain Kevin Dahl. "Our
team has really improved. We
proved we can play with them
and even outplay them at
times."
Falcon Facts: Although the
Falcons couldn't pick up a win
over the weekend, they did
manage to move up to 11th in the
NCAA poll. That is one place
better than they were last week.
... Emerson's three assists on
the weekend moved him to
within seven of Brian Hills alltime point list honors with 263.
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Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLINQ QUEEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campus Racruttrrwnt Calendar #7
FofTh.Waa4.aof:
February 5 and February 12,1 WO
Scheduling OrvCampua
Interview AppointmantK
The first day of signups (or mtarwisws during
the period of February 5 through February 10.
1990. wfi be held on Wednesday. January 24.
at 4 p.m. at the Lenhart Ba*oom.University
Union (Advanced Job Hunters Stgn-ups w* be
held at 3; 15 p.m.) There wit be no Education
signups this week AH registrants must have a
First Choice Interview Card to participate m the
Aral day of algn-upe. After the first day. students and alumni may sign-up for Interviews
from 8 am to 5 p m. at the University Placement Services. 360 Student Services Building A Data Sheet (or Resume for Maeterrcandldatea) must be submitted for each
Interview scheduled at the time of etgn-tip.
Cancellation of Interview Appointments:
Canceastton of an interview must be reported In
person to the University Placement Services no
later than 6 p.m. one week (7 ful days) before
the Interview day Complete a canceastton card
m the Sign-Up Room of the Placement Office.
Concesstlons after this time w* be considered
a no-show. You are encouraged to carefusy
consider employers before signing up for Interviews.
No Show Policy: Failure to appear for a scheduled Interview or violation of the cancellation
poacy wM result In immediste suspension of
your sign-up privileges for the next recruiting
period If you did not honor your scheduled interview, you are required to write a letter of apology to the employer for missing the Interview,
bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet wfth a Placement Counselor
before acrwdusng any additional interviews
Any student who "no-shows" twice wsl be denied interviewing privileges lor the remainder of
the academic year
Notice on Citizenship Requirements: An
asterisk (*( foabwing an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status in the United States Please review these
requirements carefuty Only those organizations with an asterisk (*) wsl Interview candidates with a student visa Students who do not
meet the work status requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the waning Hat.
Spotlight Present at ton a: Spotlight presentations offer valuable Information about career
paths, detailed position responalbWea and organizational pheoeot- .y AH students schedulng
Interviews are strongly encouraged to attend
appropriate Spottghts. Spotlight presentations
are usuaffy held m the Taft Room in the University Union at 6 p.m. or 7:30 p.m. Occaaionaty
spotlights are heM m the University Placement
Services office To enter the Student Services
BusVJng In the evening, you must use the second floor, patio entrance Please consult the
calender for appropriate dates, times and tocattons
Additional Placement Services:There are important services avsHabk* to you at the University Placement Servtcee. Please note that not al
orgamzattons and companies regularly recruit
on oolege campuses The list below generally
reflects the high demand areas In the world of
work Don't become diacouraged It your career
held la not requested To assist you In conducting an assertive )ob search, the University
Placement Services provides career and
placement oouneotng, credential services, yob
search workshops, prolaaaional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon
Network The excellent Center for Career Resources offers you career and employer infor-

mation and current fob vacancies In ALL career
fields Placement Counselors directly refer registered students to employers in their desired
career fields Insure your access to these services by registering with the University Placement Services In your final year at Bowing
Green State University.

Harns Corporation.
-Electronic Systems Sector
HUeDept Stores
M K Ferguson
Nabiaco Biecuit Company
The Perry Corporation
Proctor and Gamble

Monday, February 5
Dietnch Industries
E. A J.Oeto Winery
Ernst & Young
Ohio EPA.

Thursday, February 1S
Aratex Services
Champion International
Cincinnati Bel Information Systems
Foxmoor Specialty Stores
Heritage Insurance
Intergraph Corporation
Modhe Manufacturing Co
Occidental Chemical Cof p
WesffleUCompartM

Tussday. February I
American Management Systems
Ban* One Cleveland NA
Dietrich Industries
E.aJ Gaao Winery
Goodyear Tire a Rubber Co
Marriott Corp . Education Services
Mass Mutual/R J Warrum Financial Grp
Wednesday. February 7
CompuServe, mc
Fishers Big Wheel
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Hart Department Stores
Turner Construction Co
Thursday. February 6
Ford Motor Company
Grimes' Corporation
Meed Data Central
NCR Corporation
Friday, February 9
AW, Inc.
Case Western Reserve University
llgbm
Joseph Home Co.. Inc.
MsrBtnonOMCo.
Stouffer Foods Corp.
Monday. February 12
Bank One Dayton NA
Elder Beerman Stores
Fries Correctional Equipment
The Perry Corporation
Tuesday. February 13
Bank One Columbus NA
Firestone
H-sDept Stores
The Perry Corporation
Pizza Hut
Proctor and Gamble
Progressrve Companies
SherwinVvVkernsCo.
A L V
Wednesday. February 14
Aratex Services
Banana Republic
Enterprise Financial Group

Friday. February it
Hyatt Hole* Corp
Marathon OH Co
Wallace Computer Services
Xerox Corporation

STUDENT COURT
INTERVIEWING FOfl NEW STUDENT COURT
PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE COUNSELORS
SIGN UP BY THURSDAY, JAN 25
405 STUDENT SERVICES; ALL MAJORS
WELCOME
»TUDENT COUPIT

MARRIOTT.
its time to know Die FACTS'
Marriott Day
2nd floor lounge. BA Bunding
Fab 13.10-2
For more Into, can Mark 354-5634

Loet 1 Gold Watch Left in locker room at SRC
1/17. Welch haa sentimental value (years of
service) If relumed, no queattona asked a reward CM 352-5970

PSYCHIC FAm. B Q Hoeday Inn
January 28th 11 a.m. • e p.m.
Paychic readmoe. mercnendlee
S1 CO aormeeion or bring 2 Mends
and al enter for $1 CO

ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
Beginning on January 24th
appacatjona for nominations of
an OSEA oft-ce wiM begin
and continue unM Feb. 13th
Be sure to get your
nomination In tor the
office you want

Lost 2 ringe. sapphire and garnet Both "very
meaningful." If found cal 372-5150 Loet al
SRC. Jan 10

SALES OUMPM

SERVICES OFFERED

HEAR FRED PERKINS FROM CLARIOL
WEDNESDAY NIGHT 7 30 BA 110
SK3N UP FOR A COMMITTEE POSITION
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. federal
Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX. copies.

IQSU AD CLUB

SALES CLUB/PSE

We" have s member ship drive
Tuea. Jan. 16 • Tues Jan 23

PLANNING A CAREER IN SALES?
LOOKING FOR LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES?
INFORMATION NIGHT
TONIGHT 7 30 BA 110
COME JOIN US
WELL TAKE YOU NATIONAL

Tables wtf be set up m the BA
BuikJtng and University Hell

CAMPUS*CITY EVENTS

There wH be an rtormabonal
meeting Wednesday January 31.

•• ATTENTION SENIORS "SENIOR APPP.E
CIATK5N DAT
IS FEBRUARY 3

CarpeDtem
Car pe Diem
Car pe Diem

Babysitter Available 8 yrs experience Available any evening except Wed. also Monday and
Friday afternoons and weekends Please cal
Sheronal372 3931
Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at354HOPE
For Wo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and aupportfng servicee

STUDY IN ENGLAND

SEATS RESERVED AT THE MEN'S
BASKE TBALL GAME AGAINST
BALL STATE AT 3:30
HAPPY HOURS AT QUARTER'S
CAFE 6-7PM SPECIAL FOOD
AND DRINK PRICES
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Coed National Service Fraternity
Official Spring Pirra Rusri
Tuea Jan 23 7:30pm -Prowl Mem Lounge
Thura Jan 26 7 30pm -Often Cubby Hole Lg
Friendship Leadership Service
DISCOVER THE DIFFERENCE OF ALPHA PHI
OMEGA

Attention Sociology Majors/Minors
The Student Sociology Association Is having an
organizational meeting Tuea the 23rd al 7:00
pm. Wl be dtocuaalng many upcoming events
AN welcome
ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
intereelec in attending Ihe
KENT CONFERENCES on
Saturday, Fab 3rd
Pick-up i egistration forma
and Information from OSEA
al 410 Education

The BG News
..is looking for photo stringers
wishing to gain valuable
experience and odd to a
portfolio. Meetings ore
Sundaus at 8:30 p.m. in the
basement of West Hall.

College of Education A AWed Professions
SCHOLARSHIPS
Several scholarship awards for the 1990-91
academic year are being offered to students In
the College of Education * AJsed Professions
Application forms are available now In the
Dean's Office. 444 Education Esdg Completed
forms must be returned by March 1.

At the Unrvarelty of Eaal Angaa m Norwich. England. The last miormatton seaalon la Jan 24:
411 South Hal. 8-00pm or cal Ml Programs
372-2247. Application deadane Jan 28 Earn
15BQcreatlhoura.
WHEN IS A GRAPE A
LETHAL WEAPON?
Grape Boycott Awareness Weak

EVERYONE WELCOME I
Come find out what HSA is al about General
meetmg wtl be held on Tuea. Jan 23 at 800 *i
the Honors Center below Kretscher Quad.

LOST » FOUND

continued on p. 10

Interested In Msthemattca or Astrornony?
BGCTM a KME presents a special Planetarium
Show
When: Wednesday. Jan 24 at 8.00 pm
Place: BOSU planetarium
Topic. The Sky a the Unit
BGCTM & KME members get in free
Guests are welcome, cost is one doaat

NEWLOVE
RENTALS
507 EAST MERRY

MIS AND COMPUTER

e
e
e
e
e

SCIENCE MAJORS
Opportunities to use CASE
Tolls are coming to BGSU!
If you would like the
opportunity to work with new
state-of-the-art sotware
developement tools at a 16.2
billion dollar investment and
pension fund company, bring a
resume and come talk to us at
Computer Science Night.
(Jan. 25th)

Newlove Rentals
Experienced. Professional. Caring.
We're here for you.

Paul E. Hinds II
CASE Administrator
State Teachers Retirement
System of Ohio
84' BGSU Alumni

328 S. Main

I Campus
Polly eyes
Sun.-Wed.
I htirs .1 rl ..Sal.

11:00 A.M.-2:00 A.M.
1I:00 A.M.-MM) A.M.

IRELAND
CANADA
GERMANY
ENGLAND

University Courts Apts.
are now renting
apartments that feature
•9-month and 12-monih leases
• One and two bedroom apartments
•Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
• Central air
•NO pets please

352-5620

Live Entertainment

* IMPORTS ON DRAFT *

&

2 Bedroom furnished opts,
Located right by campus
FREE water and sewer
Laundry facilities
Private parking

Sign up now for the Early Bird Price!

NEW HOURS

University Village

PERSONALS

SUPER BOWL party subs
S5 50 a foot
ALSO
Potato a Macaroni Salad
SI 26apound
ORDER NOW
DiBenedetto s ' 352 4663

Jan. 22-24
Mo. tables in Unton Foyer.
Education and Math/Science Bklgs
or cal our mlo Sne 352-7538

1352-9638 or 354-0056

(419)352-0164

FOUND pair of ladies glasses In case. Wed.
Jan 17th Lot H: by Psych BUg Cal
372-2540

Gumneei Slout
Labant Blue
-Mooetheed
Wernelner
Woodpecker Cider
Bats Pale Ale

"A Gathering Place"
440 E. Court
• January Special
B.B.Q. Chicken Sandwich w/ Colby Cheese
oah SIM (inside only)

» Lasagna oaly SIM 5-9 pm
• Live Entertainment at 10 pm -1 am with Jamie
A Joe
a Drink of the Month
Bailey's Irish Cream
a University Charge Welcome
a Please Tip your Delivery Person

SPECIAL COUPON
PRICESs
s

Clough & Mercer
S>X« Green
&

Two 12 Inch one
Item Pan Pizzas
Extra Items '.90
A ' 12.80 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 1/31/90

3.50
I
Any Small
10 Inch Pan Pizza
I
With One Item
I
Extra Items '.70
A '5.20 Value
I POLLYEYES
PIZZA
I coupon expires 1/31/90
.L.

I
I
I
I
I

J

7.00

Any Large
14 Inch Two Item Pan Pizza
& One Quart of Coke

Extra Items '1.20
A '10.00 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 1/31/90

I
I
I
I
I

J

THE BG NEWS

lO

Classifieds

January 23,1990

January 19,1990

-rr

AOTT CLASSIC
AOTT CLASSIC
AOTT CLASSIC

continued from p. J

Happy Hours Hot Doge 25
A buid your own Tacce 3 for $ 1
Monday • Frtday

ARE YOU ADOPTED? DO YOU HAVE A
BROTHER OR SISTER THAT IS ADOPTED? IF
SO. AND YOU WOULD UKE TO SHARE YOUR
STORY WITH MISCELLANY MAGAZINE.
PLEASE CALL? 6967 ASK FOR DEB
Attention Spring Rueheee
Be prepared to leel
the sang ol the Phi Taue
1 PHI KAPPA TAU

OuaMnOsh

' FREDDIE FALCON *
USUALLY THANK YOU IS ENOUGH BUT

SOMEHOW

rrs NOT YOU MAOE ME FEEL

SPECIAL AND THE ROSES WERE BEAUTIFUL. THANKS FOR MAKING ME SMLE.'
LOVE MICHELLE ■
• USA MAY •
Congnrtuletlona on your extravagant peerfcng to
DM* Carter Love. Your asters ol Cm Omega

STUDENT COURT
IVTERVTEWING FOR NEW STUDENT COURT
PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE COUNSELORS
SIGN UP BY THURSDAY. JAN 25
405 STUDENT SERVICES; ALL MAJORS
WELCOME
STUDENT COURT

••••B€TATHETAPI'*"
RUSH TONIGHT AT 7 00 PM
•BUFFET NIGHT BETA STYLE'
-COME JOIN THE BETA DRAGONS
16 OLD FRATERNITY ROW
BETATHETAP

....

ATTENTION BO SO STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
ARE ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE 1990 91 SCHOOL
YEAR COME JOIN THE FUN.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
IN THE MILETI ALUMNI CENTER
AND 405 STUDENT SERVICES
DUE FEBRUARY 9. 1990 AT
5 00PM IN THE MILETI ALUMNI CENTER!

CHO -CHIO'CHIO •CHIO"
Corigratutattona to Laura Docherty on her recant engagement to Oreo State's Crete Green
welt Much happtneas in the future Love, your
Chi Omega Siaters

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
EVA. MONICA. MOLLY
THOUGH WE CANT PLAY OFTEN
I THINK YOU ARE THE
GREATEST FAMILY EVER!
XXOO YOUR BIG
Afena Gamma Delta " Alpha Gamma Delta
ADRIENNE SPE1ZER.
CongratulabOna on going active' I love my little1
Its great to see you m Chepler'Love. Terry
ALPHAXIDELTA •••SIGMACM
Congratulations Tent Horaar and Pam Rhaimart
on your lavaaenng'Tne Alpha ATS

DJ for HIRE
DJ atHarm to work for ponies, date perttee.
etc. Have our own equipment Cal Tom at
3533494

NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND. CANCUN MEX
ICO
From S299 00
R.T air. R.T transfers. 7 nights hotel, cruiee
beach perbea. free lunch, tree admiaaiona. hotel taxea A more Organize si-nan group earn
FREE TRIP. For more Information cal to" tree
1800) 344-8360 or m Ct (8001522 6286

FLOOR HOCKEY OFFICIALS NEEDED: MANDATORY CUNIC - JAN. 29 - 6-8:00 P M APPLY IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER
FLORIDA. WHO NEEDS IT?
00 JAMMtN' IN JAMAICA

CHICAGO • UAO • CHICAGO • UAO
Jen 26 -28
Leaving Friday 2 00 Irom Union Oval
UAO ' CHtCAOO * UAO
CONGRATULATIONS SARAH GLOVNA ON
YOUR ALPHA XI DELTA ' * KAPPA ALPHA
LAVAUEPJ.NG TO PARKER BINION OF DUKE
UNrvERSITYiLOVE. THE ALPHA XFS

CALL: 353-TOUR-353-86«7
Gain experience end have tun
Join the staff of WBGU-FM
Opportunities available for all majors

M

WSQU-FM.....THE SHARK
IF YOU THOUGHT MARRIOTT WAS JUST A
HOTEL COMPANY. THEN ITS TIME TO LEARN
THE FACTS MARRIOTT'S PANEL DISCUSSION IS FEB 13, 7-8 30, ICE ARENA
LOUNGE.
INTERESTED IN MAKING SI AND GAINING
VALUABLE EXPERIENCE AT THE SAME
TIME? SALES EXPERIENCE CAN HELP YOU
IN ANY AREA. CORRECT DATE FOR TRAINING IS TUES JAN 23 A WED JAN 24 FROM
t-t 1PM IN RM J16 WEST HALL. QUESTIONS?
CALL WFAL RADIO ■ PAULA OR BECKY
372-2196.
INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE M BOWLING
JAN. 23; M. C FLOOR HOCKEY - JAN. 29; M.
W. C. CURLING - JAN 30. M DBLS RACOUETBALL ■ JAN 31

Enjoy a good living with

Preferred Properties
Rental Office 835 High Street. Phone 352-9378
Office hours - Monday thai Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 pm
NOW LEASING FOR THE SUMMER AND FALL
FOX RUN • SUMMER ONLY
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT

1/2THES8 2xTHEFUN
CALL: 353-TOUB-353-8S17

ask about our other listings

SPRJM&-

_

Pool Tournament
Every Tuesday at Slammer s
Cash Prizes
Cheap beer
Ral race getting you down? Catch your breath
at the Wei The Wei has two locations and is
open Monday thru Thursday Student Health
Service. 2nd floor. 11am-4pm SRC main floor.
4pm-8pmor phone 372 8304
REACHING YOUR MAJOR GOALS
Deciding on a major?
Changing majors?
Need direction?
Wo can help'
Jan 24 in Darrow Main Lge 7pm
REACHING YOUR MAJOR GOALS
Robin DaroeBon > Kevin Kerch
Congratulations on your recent Pi Kapp • Dee
Gee tavaliering The Brothers ol Pi Kappa Phi
RUSH
KAPPA SIGMA
TONIGHT 7PM
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI...
Where It Al Cornea Together
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSL-.

JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
We don't sol you a ticket and forget you

RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI...
Where ft Al Cornea Together
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI-

WE GO WITH YOU
HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN

RUSH SIGMA NU

CALL: So*TOUR-SSa-eM7

RUSH SIGMA NU
RUSH SIGMA NU

KAPPA DELTA ■ THETA CHI
The sisters of Kappa Dana wieh to congratulate
Dawn Toth on her 'SURPRISING' lavallermg to
EfieyajoS Const

RUSH SIGMA NU

KAREN SOLOMON 4 ROB KESSLER
Congratulations on your not so RECENT lavakenng The Brothers of Pi Kappa Pta

KKQ Tracey WheeterKKO
Congratulations on Initiation!
Love. Ji 8 Chris

RUSH THETA CHI
EXCELLENCE IN ATHLETICS
RUSH THETA CM
EXCELLENCE IN ACADEMICS
RUSH THETA CHI
TIRED OF THE DORM LIFE?
RUSH THETA CHI
THE OFF-CAMPUS FRATERNITY
RUSH THETA CHI

KM When I think about you I want to BURP11
(Hee Hoe) CHICAGO, here we cornel 3 DAYS'!
LETS ROCK-N-ROLL -KL

CongratuMtlons Tim Papp on your recent engagement'

KD ' MITZ' BRIEHL ■ KD
Congratulations aa new Panhalenic Program
Consultant' Al of your aieters know you'll do a
gorjdloc! Good Luck!

ACQUIRE JOB
EXPERIENCE
IN:

SMEP

SIGMA NU
JOIN THE SNAKES
FOR "22AAA" NIGHT
TUESDAY AT 7:00
SIGMA NU
STEPHANIE HEADLEE ■ • DEAN COWGER
The Alpha Xl's would like to congratulate you on
your Alpha XT Delta ' * Sigma Phi Epeeon ewaeenhg'l

A Developmental Representative will contact
you. For more info, call Pam at 2-7698.

*««;

IN PLCASC/

UP TM« MAP >AMC»
A Hovr-er TO TMaT
CirjA«e-FTax F«eroav/

PLJNCM

•OFF

FOR SALE
'•• RAMBLER FOR SALEUGOOD CONCH
TION. NEW BATTERY ASKING $500 OR
BEST OFFER CALL 372-3018
'82 BUCK SKYHAWK auto. aa. cruiee. veUur
Interior. 2-tone gray, sharp car Muat eel
$1800372-1306
1977 Boick Skylark New Urea, brakee.
AM/FM stereo Runs vary good $800 or beat
offer Cal 354 0706
1978 FORD LTD 4-DOOR. GOOD OOND.
82.000 Ml POWER WkNDOWS AM/FM
STEREO, CRUISE CONTROL. NEW TIRES,
NEW BRAKES. NEW BATTERY CALL BRUCE

353 9752 $750

■

1 Female SuDleaser Wanted
SHOamonth
own room - very close to campus
cal 372 5451 01353-9869
Energetic, highly motivated Individuals needed
to m al poemona at the newest live rock -n- roll
club in the Toledo area. It's a great way to make
extra money. Flexible houra and car pooling avaaabfe Apply in person at the Powerhouse
Thurs-Sun after 8pm Just north ol BG on Rt
25_
Female rmte needed for 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bath
apt Own room • newer apartment includes
dnhwaahar Cat 353-4484 A leave message
or 352 6601 after 5pm
Female wanted to sublease E Reed St. 2 pareon apt lor Spring semester, get 1st month
tree Please cal 353 7866
IN SEARCH OF AN APARTMENT
Up to 23 vacancies available Depending on living arrangementa-monthty rent payments rang
$120$ 180 plus utilities Potential roommates
must be responsible, should have no problems
w monthly p:iymon!s Call Grog at 353-7981
Nonamoklng female needed lo sublease apt
immedaMely $125 plus utilities Cal either
354 8018 or collect 216 343 9935
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
90 91 SCHOOL YEAR. CALL 354-4273 ASK
FOR TERRI OR RHONDA
Wanted
Enthusiastic students to Promote Daytona
Beech Spring Break '90 Earn free trips &
commissions Cal: Student Travel Service. #1
in Student Travel 1-800 265-1 799 ASK lor
Brad
Wanted 1 F roommate for Spring 1990.
Deposit and first mo rent paid.
2 bdrm. 2 bath Cal 354-3477
aa roommate to share 2 bedroom
houae Ad|ecent campus Cal 354-5458

STUDENT COURT
INTERVIEWING FOR NEW STUDENT COURT
PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE COUNSELORS
SIGN UP BY THURSOAY, JAN 25
405 STUDENT SERVICES. ALL MAJORS
WELCOME
STUDENT COURT
AVON
Representatives needed Ful-time earnings,
part-time hours Cal Judy 352-4295
Beat Fundnatoera On Campua!
Is your fraternity, sorority or club interested in
earning $1,000 00 tor a one-week, oncampua marketing protect? You must be weaorganired and hard working. Cal Val or Myra at
18001592-2121
Hiring commission drivers, aub-bar persona 8
salad bar persona Ful/part-time Apply in person between 2-4 Paglaia Ptua 945 S Main
BO
Indie Record Co seeks creative, assertive, wel
organizaed interns for marketing A promotion.
(516)874 3229

Work 15 houra par weekend Our company la
seeking employees to perform unakSed light
production work. Currant operanga for a new
weekend aim. 7 1/2 hra on Saturday A 7 1/2
bra on Sunday Plant location la only 2 btocka
from BGSU campua The rate of wage is S3 36
par hour ft mtereeled In thai weekend shift or If
you can work at kteet 16 houra Monday thru
Friday, cal Hie office at 364-2844 or pick up
an application al Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc. 428 Ckxigh Street. Bowling Green. Ohio

Auto 1980 Detsun 210 72.000 rnlea Runa
great S39o 00 or beat offer 354 6416
Complete bedroom set Queen size bed, hutch
» bedroom lurmture Can
352-6216.
Dorm-size refrigerator capacity 2 7 cubic feet.
Practically brand new (6 mo old) Muat Sal.
$95 00 Cal Carol alter 6pm 354-7242
DYNASTAR COURSE CERAMIC SL SKIS 203
cm with marker MRR46 Bindings Never mounted Price negotiable. Cal John 353-7880
FOR SALE. Camera, tape recorder, bathroom
scale, binoculars, clothing size 18. odds &
ends Cal 353-7792
Tired ot Waeung? 1988 HYUNDAI Take over
payments Cal 353-9155
'88 RED SERETTAI 6 cyl. auto. AC. tm/caaa.
cruise Only 6,700' Cal 353-7170.

FOR RENT
• • S » V RENTALS ■ •
1 A 2 bdrm. apis & houses aval
9 A 12 mo leases Cal 352-7454
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
SLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM 352-4871 DAYS OR 352-1800 EVE
A WKENDS.
2 bedrooms near campus
Share bathroom A kitchen
Cal 352-8860
443 N Enterprise. Apt A. 1 bdrm $340 mo
water, sewer indud 12 mo lease Avaaa-.
biegAuguat
443 N Enterpnee. Apt B. 3 bdrm apt.
$550'mo water, sewer Includ. 12 mo. lease
Available in May
443 N Enterpnse. Apt 3 Very nice effrc.
$280'mo. includ. water A sewer 12 mo.
leaae Available in August
Adjacent campua furnished studio apartment
tor 1 or 2 persons Avaaabie May-$300 a
month-12 month lease, plus utaitiea 352-7605
cxt280 After 5. 352-3406
Apartment for rent Two femalee. Cooking prtvleges Cal 352-3472
ARE YOU PULLING YOUR HAIR OUT?
Trying to find the right apartment before you go
bold? Check out R.E. MANAGEMENT'S APTS
al 505 Clough St. lb-15. Call 352-S302.
CHEAP HOUSING!
SM looking for a piece to ive? Wa have an
opening for one mate roommate lor the soring
semester Brand new apartment close to campus for only $130 par month pkis uMtlee Cal
lor kilo: 353-7888 or 372-4341 HURRY! ft
won't last long'
0 8GRENTALS
NICEST APARTMENTS IN BO
3 units left 850 Scott Hamilton. 2 btocka from
campusi Modern, furnished. 2 bdrm. units
New carpeting, laundry facMtkte, air conditioned, reserved perking. Max 4 persons par
unit 12 mo lease. $595 00 0 mo. leaae.
$850 00 Aval May A August 1990 Cal
287-4255 287-4685
Desperately seeking one mala, non-amotdng
roommate to sublease half an apt. for spring '00
•now-. Close to campus. Free uhttbeal Rent negotiable! Cal Mike: 354-4882.
For Rent
Summer 4 bedroom house close to campua
and downtown Cal 352-2032
For rant- Summer only, 2-4 people 304 E.
Court St Cal 352-2932
House lor rent. 3 bedroom. 2 bath. 352-0581.
Houses and Apartmenta * Close to Campua
For summer 1990 8 1000-01 school year
Call 267 3341
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. fum./unlum
AC. as low aa
$440/moHeat Included rates avaaabie Ph.
354-6038.
Need female roommate to shars apt. unM and
of spnng asm $155 mth fury furnished Cal
3538988
One bsdroom houae does to campua for summer 1990and 1991 schoolyear 1 267 3341
Profaned Properttee • now leasing tor aummsr
and tal Piedmont apartmenta and many ol our
other MRS* are avaaabie! Al reaidsnts receive
a membership to Chsrrywood Health Spa Cal
3529378
STAY CLOSE!
Campus Manner Apta
Free hast, free AC, coma m TODAY
to sign up for summer or tal.
BE. MANAGEMENT 352-9302
Two bdrm efficiency and some houses aval, for
90-01 school year Steve Smith 352-8917

MB I MAIN • BOWLING GRIM

HCBBS.BV AT/'"■*,..

TAuACex

STUDENT COURT
INTERVIEWING FOR NEW STUDENT COURT
PROSECUTION AND DEFENSE COUNSEL
ORS
SIGN UP BY THURSOAY. JAN 25
405 STUDENT SERVICES: ALL MAJORS
WELCOME
STUDENT COURT

Saaaonal employment available aa a Whitewater
raft guide In W.VA. Experience not inquired
Must be 18 yn» old. have currant CPR/Firat
Aid. North American River Runners. Inc.. P.O
Box 81. WV 25854 I 800 950-2585 EOE

_ K. .^ ^b ^M. ^A ^K. ^^. ^^ ^Bk ^M. ^M. ^k ^B> ^^ ^b ^b ^b ^b ^K ^^. ^K .^K ^m. ^K ^K. ^*. ^m. .A. ^K. ^K ^K ^K

Foaaes, cone

Nannies Summertime ave-ln positions available
in Michigan suburbs Babysitting experience a
muat Mother's Uttte Helper (313)851-0880
No Foe

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehtlea
from $100 Forda. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys Surplua Buyers Guide (1)518-459-8996
ExIJ I535A

Now hang EBSCO Telephone Service
A nationwide telemarketing service Flexible
hours! 15 minimum) Quaranraavl hourly wage
pare dairy bonua based on sales Baaa pay
raaaee grven in inenrnenta according to houra
worked No cold cata. renewala only Year
round employment Make money and learn
marketable skil kiternahrpa and co-ops available Stop In 113 N. Main St after 4:00
PMINext to David's Pal).

Name
Bowling Green Address
Telephone
Nights you would be available to work: SUN MON TUES WED THUR

S,O.TX«v FiANTO /nrwAOe
1>«S Pu»a- C' OAaVavrnE »r*C-n»ay
Foal A SaTCAarr- aoetMou* , 0H>

Study at the University of Eaal Angaa In Norwich, England The last information session is
Jan 24: 411 South Hal, 8.00pm or cal Inn
Programs 372-2247 Appscatton deadline Jan
28 Earn 15 BG credit houra.

Nanny position for summer caring for prolessor's sin year old daughter Live in or live out.
Cal 352-8901

APPLY FOR THE ANNUAL SPRING TELEFUND NOW!
SIMPLY CLIP OUT, COMPLETE, AND RETURN THIS AD TO:
MILETI ALUMNI CENTER
CAMPUS MAIL
ATTN: PAM

_»>A«T waCK, FATMAN HAC>
**OBT>»lrisTC> IN»"3*1MAT-IC>V
fmt)i.viMil eoore FLawrw's
MVaYTeTRiOv^* FLOOJ - P>U«M t

' 'A PUS FOR EVERYBODY''

HELP WANTED

Communications Sales
Marketing
Public Relations

_—

Where la Mr Snoltner?
I looked in your room and mine, the computer
mo. nai. field, fairway. Route 30. a truck, 2
cara. the hood. -4 dag., and on your daaa iersay. .No Mr Snoftnerl. '1 don't know much.
but I know I love you and that may be al there is
to know "AS my love. Chaaa

RUSH SIGMA NU

RUSH THETA CHI
A WINNING TRADITION

Make eaey money in your spare time or anytime Call 3S1-8224.

The stress monster wants youll Protect yourself1 The Wei has two locations and la open
from Mon-Thur. Student Health Services. 2nd
floor. 1 lam 4pm SRC Main floor. 4pm-8pm or
phone 372-8304

RUSH SIGMA NU

KAPPA SIGMA
RUSH
TONIGHT 7PM

HOUSES FOR SUMMER ONLY
All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

Summer SutXeaee Cheap. 2 bedrm apt aval
May '90 Large, close to campus, air oond Cal
354-8421

WANTED
PAT COSOROVE and SUSIE FRANKS
•LEAK CONTACT
THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND
ASK FOR A STUDENT TOUR COORDINATOR
AT 372-0886
BETWEEN
10:30-12:10 and 1:30-3:30

JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA

CS and MIS major* don't forget the Employer
Fair on Thursday. January 25. 19M In the
Grand Ballroom from 8 30 PM until 830 PM ll
you have questions, call the Coop Office at
372-2451.
OAYTONA-UAO'DAYTONA'UAO
Go to Daytona Beach lor Spring Break March
16-25
$232 for traneportatJon a hotel
SI 43 hotel only
Sign-up in Union Foyer Jan 22 26 9 am- 4 pm
Can UAO office lor more info

NEED ADJ.?
Sable Enterprises/Professional disc iockey
Date perttea. teas, weddings, etc Available lor
emergency cans Competitive pricee.CaH for
references John or Dallas 353-7680.

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
S295 a weak at the Koflertng Inataute In Dayton Roeearch Assistants ■ Al Mayors Very
competitive Appkcaliona ii Poaocal Science ol
floe Ouaby 1/20.

MARCH 18 25TH
Camping: SSM-luiury Villas: $559
Special Rates for Groups (4 or more)
DISCOUNTS! DISCOUNTS/DISCOUNTS!

CHI OMEGA
LORI SPENCER AND LAURA BROWNELL
CONGRATULATIONS
ON INITIATION!
LOVE MAUREEN

With Love.
BlgCyn

MARRIOTT
IS COMING TO CAMPUSi
INTERVIEW SIGN-UPS BEGAN JAN 24TH
THETIMEISRKJHTFOR
MARRIOTT'

MARRIOTT DAY
2ND FLOOR LOUNGE. B A BUILDING
FEB 13. 10-2
INTERVIEW S SIGNUPS ARE IN THE
PLACEMENT > CO-OP OFFICES

Organizational Meeting Tu 8:30p 111 South

Cni-0 • CN-0 • ChHD
LIT C.ndy a L» Nicky,
Congrats on going active'
I'm proud of you both!

Knelt! Clochetto
Happy 19th Birthday
Love Jessica and Bobbie

Diecovsr Europe & Earn 6 credit houra
Summer Study Program at France
Classes are in English
Dr. Charles Chime win tad about program
Tuesday. January 30, 0.00 pm
Room 1000 BABIdg
For more Information
Or Chrltle372 8t80or 352-6012

CHI OMEGA AMY SLATT
CongretuaHlone on Weapon!
Love your Big Maureen

ADOPTION - happiy married couple ol 14
y ears Wo promise your ched a loving homo 1
(inances security Devoted, stay at home Mom.
carrtg Dad 8 one big sister All medical 8 legal
sxpenoeepaid Cal cosset 419822-0288
A00 MELISSA MINOTTI AOD
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING INITIATED! I
AM SO PROUD OF YOU' I LOVE YOU! - BIG
JENNIE AGO AGO AGO AGO AGO

DELTA 2ETA ■ DELTA ZETA
Congratuletlone 10 Jean McCarthy and Scott
Ark on their recent engagement! Our hopes and
prayers go out to you both Love your Delta
Zeta Slaters DELTA ZETA ■ DELTA ZETA

Break Away Irom B.G.and Check out
Meumee's Beat Kept Secret Johnny Rodriguez-- LIVE at Clay's Tavern Every Thura . Frf.,
and Sat night 301 River Roed.Maumee
893 2388
v
Bring this ed and receive a tree appetller

|'>««

•RUSH BETA •
•RUSH BETABETA THETA PI RUSH
TONIGHT AT 7 00 PM
»5 OLD FRATERNITY ROW
' RUSH BETA THETA PI*

CRAJQC.
rm looking forward to the next PI Pin Phi Den
Tea Your Secret Stargaze*'"

"»«,,Keoej.

IT

IS, e)Mar**W|

THANKS , NOPtFULLY t CAM
Gej-r- -rnerejE fteFeaai «n-r
S*atious DA«A»eI rs Oonaar/

CDCC SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
inUL
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Som« Tvp« ol
Financial Aid Regardless ol Grades or Parental Income.
• We have • data bank ol over 200,000 listings ot echoiarahlpe. fsllowahlpa, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector
funding
• Many echoiarahlpe am given to studsnts based on their academic Interests,
career plans, family heritage and piece ot raaidsnee
• There a money available for studsnts who have bean nswspapsr carriers,
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers
etc.
• Results GUARANTEED
CALL

ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800)346-6401

X

•»

3

